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Abstract
Background. There was a paucity of valid information on how to discriminate between different patterns
of convex coronal imbalance (CCI>3cm) in dystrophic scoliosis secondary to Type I neuro�bromatosis
(DS-NF1), while aggravated postoperative CCI occurred regularly with the causes being insu�ciently
investigated. We aimed to develop a new classi�cation of CCI in DS-NF1, and to optimize the coronal
rebalancing strategies.

Methods. NF1-related scoliosis database was reviewed and different types of CCI were identi�ed, and the
outcomes of coronal rebalance were analyzed.

Results. Two main CCI patterns were de�ned: thoracic CCI (Type 1) and thoracolumbar/lumbar CCI (Type
2), and were further subtyped by the compensatory behavior of the upper hemi-curve (straight or curved
morphology). The incidence of immediate post-op CCI was 0.0% and 63.6% for Type1 and Type 2 groups,
respectively. Mismatch of both translation and inclination correction between the upper and lower hemi-
curve was signi�cant in the post-op coronal imbalanced group (△Upper Arc Translation/△Lower Arc
Translation: 109.6±60.0% vs. 31.8±34.4%, p=0.008; △Upper Arc Inclination/△Lower Arc Inclination:
89.8±36.6% vs. 33.5±37.3%, p=0.012). Multiple linear regression analysis revealed that △UAT/△LAT
signi�cantly correlated with the correction of coronal balance distance (β=-21.567; p=0.018). A surgical
rebalancing algorithm was proposed to treat each subtype.

Conclusion. Thoracolumbar/lumbar CCI in dystrophic scoliosis was prone to suffer high risk of persistent
post-op CCI. Satisfying coronal rebalance should rely on maximal translational correction of lower hemi-
curve, while the upper hemi-curve played the role of �ne-tuning for coronal realignment rather than radical
Cobb correction, straight morphology in particular.

Introduction
Dystrophic scoliosis secondary to neuro�bromatosis type I (DS-NF1) is characterized by distinctive bone
abnormalities causing spinal instability, deformity onset and worsening[1, 2]. Extraordinary and rapid
curve progression is common for juvenile patients or those exhibiting ≥ 3 dystrophic features[3]. A highly
rotated short curve span often co-exists with regional kyphosis, while the coronal and sagittal
malalignments are prevailing in presence of dystrophic vertebral rotatory subluxation. Trunk shift (TS)
with subsequent coronal imbalance (CI) can occur in those with highly dystrophic kyphoscoliosis,
especially when the curve apex locates in the thoracolumbar/lumbar regions. This represents an
additional level of complexity when surgery is indicated to restore the spinal alignments.

Residual or even aggravated CI after surgery has been reported to compromise the health-related quality
of life (HRQoL) and can increase the risk of implant failure[4–6]. However, how to effectively rebalance
the coronal malalignment remains subject of debate. In 2016, Qiu proposed a novel classi�cation for CI in
degenerative lumbar scoliosis (DLS)[7], which indicated that type C CI with coronal balance distance ≥ 3
cm harbored high risk of immediate post-operative CI. Obeid emphasized that the rebalance of coronal
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trunk for convex CI depended mainly on the correction of the lumbosacral fractional curve rather than the
main curve[8]. Additionally, multiple innovative techniques have been also developed for better restoration
of coronal malalignment involving the sequential correction technique, the kickstand and tie rod
techniques[9–11]. All these techniques utilize the robust pelvic �xation to provide additional corrective
force to obtain marked coronal rebalance.

Despite being effective, spinal-pelvic �xation is only indicated for a limited spectrum of pediatric spinal
disorders mainly involving lumbosacral congenital vertebral malformations and neuromuscular scoliosis
with pelvic obliquity[12, 13]. For young NF-1 dystrophic scoliosis patients whose lumbosacral discs and
facet joints are not degenerated and coronally mobile, pelvic �xation is not the mainstay treatment
option[14]. This will be bene�cial for preserving the mobility of lumbosacral and sacroiliac joints,
retaining the distal coronal compensatory capability and improving the HRQoL[8]. Thus, these
aforementioned coronal rebalancing strategies, which are mainly designed for DLS, can’t be applied
indiscriminately to young patients with CI. This dilemma makes the complete depiction of patterns of
convex CI (CCI) in dystrophic scoliosis essential for improving individualized surgical management.

From the existing literature, to the best of our knowledge, there was a paucity of valid information on how
to discriminate between different patterns of CCI in DS-NF1, and the optimum coronal rebalancing
strategies were insu�ciently investigated. This study was designed to develop a comprehensive
classi�cation of convex coronal spinal malalignment, to identify the risk factors for persistent
postoperative CI and to propose a treatment algorithm for this speci�c condition.

Materials And Methods
Following the Hospital Clinical Research Ethics Committee approval, this retrospective study was
conducted on patients with DS-NF1 referred for corrective surgery at our institution from October 2011 to
November 2018. The diagnosis of dystrophic scoliosis in NF-1 was made using established diagnostic
criteria[15, 16]. Enrollment was limited to NF-1 patients with (1) dystrophic scoliosis and concomitant
trunk shift causing convex coronal imbalance: coronal balance distance ≥ 3 cm; (2) intact neurological
function before surgery; (3) minimum two-year follow-up with complete image data. The exclusion criteria
were applied to those with (1) multiple sporadic dystrophic bone defects along the spine causing double
or triple curves; (2) solitary dystrophic lesion in sacrum causing compensatory lumbar/thoracolumbar
scoliosis and trunk shift; (3) presence of pelvic obliquity due to dystrophic bone defects in the lower
limbs. A total 179 DS patients with NF-1 were operated during that time period, and �nally, only 15
patients (age, 14.7 ± 4.4yrs; range, 10-26yrs; 7 males and 8 females; mean follow-up, 3.3± 1.5yrs) who
ful�lled the inclusion and exclusion criteria were enrolled in this study. Their medical records, imaging
scans, and operative reports were reviewed. The data collected include preoperative, postoperative and
�nal main curve Cobb and kyphotic angles, patterns of convex CI, apex location, presence of vertebral
rotatory subluxation (de�ned as a classic double-vertebrae sign on the axial computed tomography
images)[17, 18], coronal balance distance (CBD), sagittal vertical axis (SVA), surgical strategies, fusion
segments, implant density, ratio of laminar hook, postoperative neurological status, and surgical
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complications. Curve �exibility was not assessed for this special patient subgroup. This was attributable
to the potential risk of neurological impairments if side bending movements were performed hinging the
unstable apical region.  

Classi�cation of convex coronal imbalance

Antagonistic role of the upper and lower hemi-curve in the formation of coronal imbalance could be easily
recognized: the lower hemi-curve played the role of imbalance driver causing the trunk shifting to the
convex side, whereas the upper hemi-curve served the role of imbalance compensator. CI would occur if
the upper compensation was distinctly insu�cient. Based on the location of curve apex and the
compensatory behavior of the upper hemi-curve, four types of CCI were determined: 

Type 1: Thoracic convex coronal imbalance

For Type 1 CCI, the apex located above T12, and there were su�cient non-dystrophic vertebrae (≥3)
locating distal to apex. The subtypes were identi�ed according to the morphology of the upper hemi-
curve.

Type 1A: The morphology of the upper hemi-curve was straight and vertical, indicating no compensation
for CCI (Fig 1a). 

Type 1B: The morphology of the upper hemi-curve was curved and inclined, moving the deviated torso
partially back to midline (Fig 1b). 

Type 2: Thoracolumbar/Lumbar convex coronal imbalance

For Type 2 CCI, the apex located between T12 and L4. There were limited (Thoracolumbar, apex between
T12-L1) or insu�cient (Lumbar, apex between L2-L4) non-dystrophic vertebrae (≤3) locating distal to
apex. The subtypes were identi�ed in a similar way. 

Type 2A: The morphology of the upper hemi-curve was straight and vertical (Fig 1c). 

Type 2B: The morphology of the upper hemi-curve was curved and inclined (Fig 1d). 

All the recruited patients were strati�ed according to the above-mentioned classi�cation. The concrete
distribution of each CCI type was as follows: Type 1A: 1 case (6.7%); Type 1B: 3 cases (20.0%); Type 2A: 3
cases (20.0%); Type 2B: 8 cases (53.3%). Among them, 1 patient in thoracic CCI group (Type1B) and 3
patients in thoracolumbar/lumbar CCI group (Type2B) received staged surgery with combined posterior-
anterior or anterior- posterior approach (Table 1), while the rest 11 patients (73.3%) underwent posterior-
only spinal instrumentation and fusion. Supplementary anterior fusion utilizing structural �bular allograft
(2 patients) (Fig 3) or autogenous rib grafts (1 patient) (Fig 4) was applied when the pedicle screw
density in the apical region was distinctively low due to pedicle dystrophy. Stage 1 anterior release
involving intervertebral disc resection and autogenous rib grafting was performed in 1 Type 2B patient,
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followed by skull-femoral traction for 2 weeks and subsequent stage 2 posterior spinal correction and
fusion. 

Spinal traction was indicated if Cobb angle > 90° or kyphosis > 80°. Aside from the aforementioned one
Type 2 patient (9.1%), spinal traction was also applied for another 3 patients in Type 1 group (75%).
Among them, two received halo-gravity traction (HGT) using a halo-wheelchair for one month, while the
third one was applied with skull-femoral traction in bed for 2 weeks before posterior surgery. Posterior-
only spinal instrumentation and fusion was performed with all pedicle screw or hybrid constructs, and
was assisted with satellite rod technique for two patients being operated in late stage. 

Radiographic assessments

The following parameters were also measured pre- and post-operatively for analysis of the separate
contribution of the upper and lower hemi-curve to CI onset and prognosis: lower arc translation, upper arc
translation, lower arc inclination, upper arc inclination, UIV (upper instrumented vertebra) tilt, LIV (lower
instrumented vertebra) tilt, UIV translation and instrumentation mass inclination. All measurements were
performed using the Surgimap spine software (Version 2.3.1.5; Spine Software, New York, NY). The
de�nitions of the standard measuring techniques of the aforementioned parameters were de�ned as
follows: 

1. Lower arc translation (LAT, Fig. 2a): de�ned as the distance from the center of apex to the center
sacral vertical line (CSVL).

2. Upper arc translation (UAT, Fig. 2b): de�ned as the distance from the center of UIV to the vertical line
crossing the center of apex. 

3. Lower arc inclination (LAI, Fig. 2c): de�ned by the angle formed between the line drawn from the
center of LIV to the center of apex and the vertical line.

4. Upper arc inclination (UAI, Fig. 2d): de�ned by the angle formed between the line drawn from the
center of UIV to the center of apex and the vertical line. 

5. UIV tilt: de�ned as the angle formed by the line drawn parallel to the superior end plate of the UIV and
the horizontal line. 

�. LIV tilt: de�ned as the angle formed by the line drawn parallel to the superior end plate of the LIV and
the horizontal line.

7. UIV translation (Fig. 2e): de�ned as the distance from the center of UIV to the CSVL.

�. Instrumentation mass inclination (Fig. 2f): de�ned by the angle formed between the line drawn from
the center of UIV to the center of LIV and the vertical line.

The recruited patients were assigned into two groups according to whether or not the post-op residual
CBD exceeded 3cm: the balanced group (post-op CBD <3cm) and the imbalanced group (post-op CBD ≥
3cm). The operative changes of the translation and inclination for the upper and lower hemi-curves were
recorded as △UAT, △LAT, △UAI and △LAI, respectively. Considering the antagonistic role of the upper and
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lower hemi-curve in the rebalance for coronal malalignment, the ratio of △UAT/△LAT and ratio of △UAI/
△LAI were both calculated, which were indicative of whether the separate corrections of upper and lower
hemi-curve were matched and cooperative or mismatched and antagonistic.

Statistical Analysis

Data analysis was conducted using statistical software (SPSS 20.0, SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL). Statistical
data are presented as the mean ± standard deviation. Independent-sample t test was applied to compare
the deformity parameters between the balanced and imbalanced groups. Comparisons between post-op
and follow-up parameters were made by paired t test. Based on our clinical experience and meanwhile to
avoid the pitfall of multicollinearity between parameters, △UAI/△LAI, △UAT/△LAT, △(UIV tilt + LIV tilt)
and main curve correction rate were selected to explore whether they could contribute to the correction of
CBD. A p value < 0.05 was considered statistically signi�cant.

Results
Surgical outcomes

The pre-op, post-op and �nal Cobb angle of main curve, kyphosis, CBD and SVA for Type1 and Type 2
groups were shown in Table 2. The incidence of CCI immediately after surgery was 0.0% and 63.6% for
Type1 and Type 2 groups, respectively. Both Cobb angle of main curve and regional kyphosis were
signi�cantly corrected and well-maintained during follow-up (Table 2). The post-op CBD in Type 2 group
didn’t improve signi�cantly (39.6±12.5mm vs. 33.6±18.7mm, p=0.380). However, this post-op CBD got
compensated spontaneously during follow-up (33.6±18.7mm vs. 8.3±11.3mm, p=0.002). 

Comparison between the balanced and imbalanced groups

The imbalanced group was assigned with 7 patients in total (46.7%), involving 0 patient from type 1
group, 2 patients from type 2A subgroup and 5 patients from type 2B subgroup. The total number of
vertebrae distal to apex was larger in the balanced group (5.6±1.9 vs. 3.3±0.5, p=0.010). The pre and
immediate post-op changes of the deformity parameters for both the upper and lower hemi-curves were
shown in Table 3. The correction rate of CBD was signi�cantly larger in the balanced group (78.4±25.1%
vs. -22.9±29.7%, p<0.001), which was mirrored by better correction of UIV translation (71.6±35.5% vs.
-5.8±32.1%, p<0.001). In the separate analysis for upper and lower hemi-curves, we found that the
correction rate of the lower arc translation was signi�cantly larger in the balanced group (59.1±12.9% vs.
44.9±7.9%, p<0.05). The correction of lower arc inclination was also larger in the balanced group but the
difference didn’t reach statistical signi�cance (63.8±17.5% vs. 50.0±16.6%, p>0.05). As to the upper hemi-
curve, over correction of the compensatory translation and inclination was more obvious with no
statistical difference in the imbalanced group (70.9±248.6% vs. 29.7±33.7% and 225.9±292.8 vs.
23.3±47.0, p>0.05). Further comparative analysis revealed that both △UAT/△LAT and △UAI/△LAI were
signi�cant larger in the imbalanced group (△UAT/△LAT: 109.6±60.0% vs. 31.8±34.4%, p=0.008; △UAI/
△LAI: 89.8±36.6% vs. 33.5±37.3%, p=0.012). These results were in line with the �ndings that the sum of
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post-op UIV tilt + LIV tilt was signi�cantly smaller in the balanced group (1.3±9.6° vs. 16.3±7.5°, p=0.005),
neutralizing the coronal imbalance. It was also con�rmed that both the UIV and the instrumentation mass
tilted signi�cantly to the convex side postoperatively in the imbalanced group (8.0±2.3° vs. -3.4±5.9°,
p<0.001; 10.3±3.6° vs. 3.2±3.1°, p<0.001). Multiple linear regression analysis revealed that △UAT/△LAT
(β=-21.567; p=0.018), but not △UAI/△LAI (β=-21.914; p=0.066), was signi�cantly correlated with the
correction of CBD. 

Follow-up of the imbalanced group

Data of follow-up of the imbalanced group revealed spontaneous compensation of CCI (44.6±12.9mm
vs. 12.6±9.6mm, p=0.002) (Ratio of CBD < 3 cm: 100%) (Table 4). Decreased tilting of the
instrumentation mass and LIV to the convex side (distal compensation) (p<0.05) and increased UIV disc
angle (proximal compensation) (p=0.095) accounted for such coronal rebalance. △UIV translation /
△CBD (%) during follow-up averaged 63.3±36.2%, which revealed that distal compensation was the
mainstay compensative mechanism. 

Discussion
CCI associated with DS-NF1 is a unique subtype, and should be distinguished because of the prevailing
dystrophic bone phenotype[16, 19, 20]. Strong distal screw purchases are the premise of coronal
rebalance yet may not be obtainable for such patients. In this scenario, the management of CCI in DS-
NF1 is challenging, especially for those with lower lumbar curve apex. Pelvic �xation can reliably improve
the distal screw power, which was a key requirement for several innovative coronal realignment
techniques[9, 11, 21, 22]. However, pelvic �xation is not popular for this young patient population. In
order to resolve this dilemma, a relatively clear guideline is warranted.

The present study represented a homogeneous case series of dystrophic NF1 patients with convex trunk
shift, and the incidence reached 8.4%. The newly developed classi�cation showed the importance of
distinguishing thoracic from thoracolumbar/lumbar CCI, as the incidence of immediate post-op CCI
(≥3cm) was 0.0% and 63.6% for thoracic (Type1) and thoracolumbar/lumbar (Type 2) groups,
respectively. This separation was essential because of its quite different prognosis. The likely mechanism
was that the thoracic (Type1) CCI was usually associated with su�cient distal non-dystrophic pedicles
and reliable distal screw purchases to achieve su�cient correction of distal fractional curve and
subsequently a horizontal takeoff. For thoracolumbar/lumbar (Type 2) convex CI, limited and unreliable
distal screw purchases were inclined to leave residual takeoff angle, increasing the risk of failure of
coronal rebalance (Fig 5). 

Further categorization according to the morphology of the upper hemi-curve was indicative of the
compensational status and was instructional for correction maneuvers during surgery. The role of the
lower hemi-curve was constant, being the coronal imbalance driver, while the role of the upper hemi-curve
was switchable, from being straight & vertical to being curved & inclined, showing varied degrees of
compensation. The quantitative comparative analysis revealed that mismatch between the upper and
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lower hemi-curves in terms of correction of the arc translation and inclination existed and was prevailing
in the imbalanced group. In other words, correction maneuvers in the upper hemi-curve region should be
performed with caution to avoid over correction, Type 2 in particular. 

The current classi�cation was also treatment-oriented. A surgical rebalancing algorithm was proposed to
treat each subtype (Table 5). For Type 1A patient, aggressive correction and verticality of the lower hemi-
curve was essential, while concave distraction/convex compression maneuvers in upper hemi-curve
region was optional, serving the role of �ne-tuning for coronal realignment (Fig 6). For Type 1B patient,
cooperative correction and verticality of the upper and lower hemi-curves should be performed, indicating
concave distraction/convex compression for both ends (Fig 3). For Type 2A patient, an antagonistic
rebalancing strategy was proposed: despite utmost correction of the lower hemi-curve being required, the
verticality of the lower hemi-curve was usually suboptimal with poor distal screw strength, leaving
residual takeoff angle. Fine-tuning using concave compression/convex distraction and coronal rod
bending in upper hemi-curve region was bene�cial to increase the coronal compensation (Fig 7). Opposite
tilt of UIV and LIV with similar magnitude was required and should be visualized during surgery as a mark
of relatively satisfying coronal rebalance. Clinicians should expect patient’s self-rebalance over time if
residual convex CI existed. For Type 2B patient, over correction of main curve was easy to occur, and thus
cooperative correction was required. The degree of correction of the upper hemi-curve was determined
and adjusted according to the correctability of the lower hemi-curve. Limited concave distraction/convex
compression in upper hemi-curve was required to avoid over correction (Fig 4). 

The follow-up data revealed that patients in the imbalanced group experienced spontaneous
improvement of CCI over time (Ratio of CBD < 3 cm: 100%). This usually resulted in an acceptable but not
satisfying coronal alignment because residual tilting of the instrumentation mass and/or junctional
angulation centering around LIV existed (Fig 8), and might result in implant failure (Fig 5). Both distal
compensation (decreased tilting of the instrumentation mass and LIV to the convex side) and proximal
compensation (increased UIV disc angle) accounted for such coronal rebalance, and our data was
suggestive that the distal compensation was the mainstay compensative mechanism. This was in line
with Bao’s previous �nding that LIV at L4 or higher was correlated to a higher chance of spontaneous
coronal rebalance[7]. 

The limitation for this study lied in that the sagittal alignment was not considered in the classi�cation,
which might also in�uence the design of surgical strategy. 

Conclusion
The choice of coronal rebalance should be directed by the individual situation. This study presented a
thought-provoking case series that illustrated the substantial utility of CCI classi�cation, thereby,
underlining its importance in designing personalized surgical tactic for patients with CCI in DS-NF1. This
new classi�cation should improve the recognition of the antagonistic roles of the upper and lower hemi-
curves in the formation and correction of coronal imbalance. There also existed increasing di�culty of
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correction of lower hemi-curve and increasing need for retaining upper hemi-curve compensation with
descending apex location. In the event of CCI co-existing with poor limited distal screw purchases and
utmost avoidance of pelvic �xation, cooperative correction between the upper and lower hemi-curve was
essentially important. The lower hemi-curve should be corrected maximally while the upper hemi-curve
played the role of �ne-tuning for coronal realignment rather than radical Cobb correction, straight
morphology in particular. It was impressive that the CCI had some relief during follow-up, bene�ciating
from both proximal and distal compensation. Sacrum or pelvic �xation should be taken as a salvage
technique for potential instrumentation failure during follow-up.
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Tables
Table 1 Summary of surgical strategies

Surgical strategies Type 1 (4) Type 2 (11)

PSF 1 8

Skull-Femoral Traction + PSF 1 0

Halo Gravity Traction + PSF 1 0

PSF+ASF 0 2

Halo Gravity Traction + PSF + ASF 1 0

Anterior release + Skull-Femoral Traction + PSF 0 1

Ratio of traction (%) 75% 9.1%

Ratio of combined approach (%) 25% 27.3%

PSF: posterior spinal fusion, ASF: anterior supplemental fusion

 

Table 2 Data of deformity correction, dystrophic characteristics and instrumentation constructs for the
Type 1 and Type 2 groups
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Parameters Type 1 Type 2

Main curve (°)    

  Pre 86.2±23.9 60.6±20.4

  Post 44.9±13.9 23.7±14.0

  Latest FU 42.9±9.7 24.0±14.3

Kyphosis (°)    

  Pre 77.5±15.5 37.6±13.2

  Post 31.1±4.1 -0.7±16.8

  Latest FU 29.4±5.0 -0.5±17.5

CBD (mm)    

  Pre 54.4±12.8 39.6±12.5

  Post 5.4±11.6 33.6±18.7

  Latest FU 1.3±5.8 8.3±11.3

SVA (mm)    

  Pre -20.1±43.8 -35.6±25.2

  Post 22.1±26.3 -18.0±29.9

     Latest FU 3.5±26.8 -17.9±33.3

Postoperative CI 0% 63.6%

Number of dystrophic segments  5.3±1.0 4.6±1.0

VRS 3 (75%) 9 (81.8%)

Fusion segments 11.8±1.0 8.5±1.5

Implant density (%) 67.7±3.1 78.0±13.2

Laminar hook ratio (%) 11.2±11.5 9.7±16.4

CBD: coronal balance distance, SVA: sagittal vertical axis, CI: coronal imbalance, VRS: vertebral rotatory
subluxation

 

Table 3 Comparative analysis between the balanced and imbalanced groups
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  Balanced group (n=8) Imbalanced group (n=7)   p

CBD (mm)

     Preoperative 49.0±13.0 37.3±12.9 0.105

     Postoperative 9.9±10.5 44.6±12.9 <0.001

     Correction rate (%) 78.4±25.1 -22.9±29.7 <0.001

UAI (°)

     Preoperative -22.7±11.9 -10.3±5.5 0.026

     Postoperative -13.3±5.3 3.2±5.1 <0.001

     Correction rate (%) 23.3±47.0 225.9±292.8 0.075

  △UAI 9.1±9.1 13.5±6.4 0.330

LAI (°) 

     Preoperative 49.6±8.7 31.2±6.9 0.001

     Postoperative 18.3±9.4 14.8±2.3 0.348

     Correction rate (%) 63.8±17.5 50.0±16.6 0.141

  △LAI -31.2±8.8 -16.4±7.8 0.005

△UAI/△LAI (%) 33.5±37.3 89.8±36.6 0.012

UAT (mm)

     Preoperative -38.5±18.9 -15.8±13.4 0.021

     Postoperative -22.9±11.5 7.8±8.3 <0.001

     Correction rate (%) 29.7±33.7 70.9±248.6 0.649

  △UAT 15.6±13.1 23.7±10.2 0.211

LAT (mm)

     Preoperative 86.5±20.1 50.6±9.9 0.001

     Postoperative 35.2±12.8 27.6±3.9 0.157

     Correction rate (%) 59.1±12.9 44.9±7.9 0.024

  △LAT -51.3±17.0 -23.0±7.6 0.001

△UAT/△LAT(%) 31.8±34.4 109.6±60.0 0.008

Instrumentation mass inclination (°)

     Preoperative 14.7±4.7 8.5±3.4 0.013
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     Postoperative 3.2±3.1 10.3±3.6 0.001

     Correction rate (%) 74.3±33.5 -30.0±33.5 <0.001

LIV tilt (°)

     Preoperative 21.0±13.0 19.2±7.6 0.754

     Postoperative 4.6±6.6 8.3±7.0 0.316

     Correction rate (%) 73.2±38.9 72.2±64.7 0.971

UIV tilt (°)

     Preoperative -9.5±7.7 -0.7±8.1 0.049

     Postoperative -3.4±5.9 8.0±2.3 <0.001

     Correction rate (%) 153.3±285.0 -109.4±652.8 0.320

UIV translation (mm)  

     Preoperative 48.0±14.3 34.7±6.9 0.045

     Postoperative 12.3±13.1 35.4±6.9 0.001

     Correction rate (%) 71.6±35.5 -5.8±32.1 0.001

UIV tilt + LIV tilt (°)

     Preoperative 11.5±13.0 18.6±9.9 0.257

     Postoperative 1.3±9.6 16.3±7.5 0.005

UAI: Upper arc inclination, LAI: Lower arc inclination, UAT: Upper arc translation, LAT: Lower arc
translation, LIV: Lower instrumented vertebra, UIV: Upper instrumented vertebra

 

Table 4 Follow-up data of the imbalanced group
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  Postoperative Latest FU *p

Main curve (°) 17.0±7.2 16.9±8.3 0.894

Kyphosis (°) 0.0±10.7 0.3±12.6 0.975

Coronal balance (mm) 44.6±12.9 12.6±9.6 0.002

Instrumentation mass inclination (°) 10.3±3.6 4.7±3.4 <0.001

UIV translation 35.4±6.9 16.3±8.5 0.002

UIV disc angle 1.6±1.5 5.1±5.1 0.095

LIV tilt 8.3±7.0 1.0±7.6 0.008

Ratio of CBD < 3 cm ------ 100% -----

△UIV translation / △CBD (%) ------ 63.3±36.2 -----

LIV: Lower instrumented vertebra, UIV: Upper instrumented vertebra, CBD: coronal balance distance

 

Table 5 The surgical rebalancing algorithm for each subtype
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Main types Subtypes Main features Corrective maneuvers for coronal
rebalance

Type 1

Thoracic

(Apex of main curve
above T12)

Type 1A

No
compensation
of the upper
hemi-curve

Morphology of
the upper hemi-
curve being
straight &
vertical;

Su�cient non-
dystrophic distal
pedicles (≥3)

Aggressive correction and
verticality of the lower hemi-curve;
No signi�cant concave
distraction/convex compression in
upper hemi-curve; Fine-tuning of
upper hemi-curve for coronal
realignment 

Type 1B

Obvious
coronal
compensation
of the upper
hemi-curve

Morphology of
the upper hemi-
curve being
obviously curved
& inclined; 

Su�cient non-
dystrophic distal
pedicles (≥3)

Cooperative correction and
verticality of the upper and lower
hemi-curves (concave
distraction/convex compression for
both ends)

Type 2

Thoracolumbar/Lumbar

(Apex of main curve
between T12 and L4)

Type 2A

No
compensation
of the upper
hemi-curve

Morphology of
the upper hemi-
curve being
straight &
vertical;

Limited
(Thoracolumbar)
or insu�cient
(Lumbar) non-
dystrophic distal
pedicles (≤3)

Antagonistic strategy: utmost
correction of the lower hemi-curve;
Verticality of the lower hemi-curve
usually being suboptimal with poor
distal screw strength; Fine-tuning
using concave
compression/convex distraction
and coronal rod bending in upper
hemi-curve to increase the coronal
compensation; Opposite tilt of UIV
and LIV with similar magnitude;
Expect patient’s self-rebalance over
time if residual CCI exists. 

Type 2B

Obvious
coronal
compensation
of the upper
hemi-curve

Morphology of
the upper hemi-
curve being
obviously curved
& inclined; 

Limited
(Thoracolumbar)
or insu�cient
(Lumbar) non-
dystrophic distal
pedicles (≤3)

Cooperative correction of the upper
and lower hemi-curves (restrict the
correction of upper hemi-curve,
limited concave distraction/convex
compression in upper hemi-curve);
Utmost correction of the lower
hemi-curve; Opposite tilt of UIV and
LIV with similar magnitude; Expect
patient’s self-rebalance over time if
residual CCI exists.

 

Figures
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Figure 1

Illustration of the classi�cation of CCI in DS-NF1: a, Type 1A; b, Type 1B; c, Type 2A; d, Type 2B.

Figure 2

Illustration of the measurements of the lower arc translation (LAT, a), upper arc translation (UAT, b), lower
arc inclination (LAI, c), upper arc inclination (UAI, d), UIV translation (e), instrumentation mass inclination
(f).
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Figure 3

Type 1B an 11-year-old girl with NF1, suffering from kyphoscoliosis associated with convex trunk shift
and dystrophic vertebral rotatory subluxation at T9/10 level (a, b); Halo Gravity Traction on wheelchair
was prescribed for one month. Afterwards, stage 1 posterior spinal correction and fusion surgery was
performed (c, d), followed by stage 2 supplementary anterior fusion utilizing structural �bular allograft (e,
arrow). 2-year-follow up revealed spontaneous improvement of coronal balance with solid fusion (f, g).

Figure 4

Type 2B a 17-year-old boy with NF1 related lumbar kyphoscoliosis associated with CCI and dystrophic
vertebral rotatory subluxation at L2/3 & L3/4 levels (a, b). Stage 1 posterior spinal correction and fusion
surgery was performed with low screw density yet with generous posterior fusion, followed by stage 2
supplementary anterior intervertebral fusion utilizing autogenous rib grafts (c, e). The coronal balance
was well reconstructed despite low correction rate of main curve (d). 2.25-year-follow up revealed
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satisfying intervertebral fusion (f) and well maintenance of coronal balance with no instrumentation
failure (g).

Figure 5

Type 2A a 26-year-old male patient with NF1 related lumbar kyphoscoliosis associated with CCI (a).
Posterior spinal correction and fusion surgery was performed with suboptimal correction of lower hemi-
curve and over correction of upper hemi-curve, resulting in iatrogenic aggravation of CCI (b). Despite
spontaneous improvement of CCI during follow-up (c), rod fracture occurred at 2-year-follow up (d, arrow).
Revision surgery was performed with satellite rods (four rod constructs) and generous posterior fusion,
and no additional rod fracture occurred by 5-year-follow up.

Figure 6
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Type 1A a 12-year-old boy with NF1 related thoracic kyphoscoliosis associated with CCI (a, b). Halo
gravity traction on wheelchair was prescribed for one month. Afterwards, posterior spinal correction and
fusion surgery was performed (c, d), and the CCI improved from 4.7cm to -0.7cm postoperatively (c, d). At
2-year-follow up, the CBD got further improvement to 0 cm (e, f).

Figure 7

Type 2A a 17-year-old boy with NF1 related thoracolumbar kyphoscoliosis associated with CCI and
vertical straight morphology of upper hemi curve (a, b). Antagonistic strategy was applied with utmost
correction of the lower hemi-curve. Verticality of the lower hemi-curve was suboptimal. Fine-tuning using
concave compression/convex distraction and coronal rod bending in upper hemi-curve was performed to
increase the coronal compensation, resulting in opposite tilt of UIV and LIV with similar magnitude (c, d).
At 2-year-follow up, the CBD got further improvement to 0 cm (e, f).
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Figure 8

Type 2B an 11-year-old boy with NF1 related lumbar kyphoscoliosis associated with CCI (a); Stage 1
posterior spinal correction and fusion surgery using hybrid implants (screws and hooks) was performed
with low screw density at apical region (b), followed by stage 2 supplementary anterior intervertebral
fusion utilizing structural �bular allograft (c). Over correction of upper hemi curve resulted in aggravation
of CCI. The patient experienced spontaneous improvement of CBD at 5 years follow-up (d). Despite low
implant density, no implant failure occurred because the fusion of the anterior column was good (e, f).


